Research presents an image encryption algorithm which bases on chaotic cellular automata. This algorithm makes use of features that extreme sensitivity of chaotic system to initial conditions, the cellular automaton with a high degree of parallel processing. The encryption algorithm uses two-dimensional chaotic system to Encrypt image, Then establish a cellular automaton model on the initial encrypted image. Encryption key of this algorithm is made up of the initial value by the two-dimensional chaotic systems, parameters, two-dimensional cellular automata local evolution rules f and iterations n. Experimental results shows that the algorithm has features that high efficiency, better security, sensitivity to the key and so on.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development and popularization of network information technology, the network information security technologies are paid more attention by society and many scholars. Information encryption and information hidden are important parts of information security technology . And image encryption technology is a critical one in it. Because images have the features of abundant data, high redundancy, low network transmission. The traditional information encryption methods have not suited for encryption of digital image, also they are not accorded the development trend of modern cryptography. With the development of the technology of image processing and modern cryptography, Many researchers spend a lot of manpower and material resources on the technology of image encryption. In recent years , due to the development of chaos theory and the further research of Cellular Automata, it realizes plenty of new technologies and new algorithms based on chaos or CA, which promote image encryption.
Because chaos system is very sensible to the initial condition and has the aperiodicity of movement track, so it adapts to data information encryption very much. Britain mathematician Matthes [1] is the first person who applied chaos theory for the research of encryption communication technology. Chaos is a complex dynamics behavior of some special character, it has features of extreme sensibility to initial condition, no regularity of movement rack, randomicity, etc. Along with chaos theory's deep research, The based on chaos theory's encryption technology also obtained the fast development. its application also no longer limits to the text secret communication domain. It is turning toward the direction development which are the multimedia information secret communication and the modern cryptology system. Cellular Automata is a dynamics system, which defines on a CA space composed of scatter, limited state CA , and follows certain local rule, evolves on scatter time dimension [2] . Because CA has the simplicity of the inherent component units , locality of effect among units, high parallelism of information process , and complex globality , so it makes CA fits to apply in cryptology [3] . In 1986, Wolfram firstly put forward CA encryption technology [2] . Since the following few years, many academician have taken relative research on CA encryption. After several dozens years, many researchers conduct the research in cellular automaton's related characteristic. Simultaneously they also discovered that cellular automaton's related characteristic and the application of it need further studying, particularly the application domain of the two-dimensional cellular automaton and the multi-dimensional cellular automaton even are broader.
After further research on the basic of the research of chaos system to extreme sensibility to initial condition and complexity of CA evolution behavior, this paper put forward an image encrypt algorithm which combine two dimension chaos system with two dimension CA. Use two dimensional chaotic system to produce two dimensional chaotic matrix, put the chaotic matrix XOR the original image, and get a processed image. Finally, establish a model of two-dimensional cellular automaton on the processed image, then encrypt image through the evolution of cellular automata, to realize the image encryption method with higher security and better algorithm efficiency
II. TWO-DIMENSION CELLULAR AUTOMATA
The chaos system is one dynamics system about complex non-linear. It have extreme sensitivity to the initial condition, the mixing property, diffusibility and so on. The characteristics of chaos system are in keeping with the cryptology character. It has provided the new mentality and method for the development of cryptology which the application of these characteristics of chaos system have been in the secret communication domain. There are many different between the chaos system and the cryptographic system still. And the most greatly different of they is the chaos definition in continually the sequel, but cryptographic system's operation only limits in the finite field. Therefore the chaos system cannot use in the cryptographic system as a digitization method in directly; Simultaneously there are not all chaos systems that suits to design the password. The chaos system has the unique characteristic, just like ergodicity, in randomness, boundedness, fractal dimension and so on compares with the other complicated systems, these characteristics also precisely is deciding the relation about the chaos system and the cryptology.
The usual chaos dynamic systems have Logistic map, Lonenr, Rossler, Chen's System etc [6] , and Logistic map system is a scattered chaos system, which is simple and practical, its one-dimensional form researches more, but it is also an ordinary chaos encryption system, so it is hard to guarantee the security [4] . But the two-dimensional Logistic mapping system is complex compared the onedimensional one, if it is used in cryptographic system, the cryptographic system's security can be to obtain more safeguards. Therefore
While we can use twodimension Logistic map, select different parameters to produce two dimension chaos point sets [5] , besides to make it discretization properly and use at encryption process, by doing it the encryption algorithm is two dimension [4] . This paper mainly applies it to the initial process(scrambling image pixel) . According to one dimension Logistic map , it can define two dimension Logistic map: are two dimension Logistic map which have first-order coupling item [6] , the mapping type is: 
Controls parameter 1 μ ， 2 μ and γ decide the dynamics behavior . when
, the system is chaos [6] .
Selecting the control parameter µ 1 =µ 2 =0.90, 1 . 0 = γ , initial parameter (x 0 , y 0 )=(0.10,0.11) ,this time we can get the two-dimensional Logistic mapping phase diagram as shown in Figure 1 . The set of points of the system produced is the chaos from the chart. As one kind of complicated system's model, cellular automaton's composition is actually quite simple, it is composed of four mainly basic parts, they are respectively the structure cell, the structure cell space, the neighbors of cell and the transformation rule. Therefore it is thought that the cellular automaton may also is constituted by a structure cell space and the transformation rule definited in this cell space. Actually, the transformation rule is a condition transfer function , it is a dynamics function that it determines this structure cell condition next time according to the current condition of the structure cell and the neighbors.
The Cellular Automata's evolution are mainly relied on its local transform rule, each CA's current state 
， f is cellular automata's local transform rule ,r is cellular automata's radius, t is time. All cells in the structure cell space rely on the local transformation rule to change at the same time. sometimes, the combination of all spatial structure cell condition in the cell space is a structure cell configuration. According to cellular automata space grid distribution, CA can divide into one-dimension, twodimension and Multiple-dimension cellular automata. The elementary cellular automata with one-dimension radius 1 = r ,CA's states is 0 or 1 more widely by researched. The two-dimensional cellular automaton is that the transformation rule distributes on grid points in the two-dimensional Euclidean plane. Its application is most widespread, the model is the two-dimensional cellular automaton model most. Comparing with onedimension CA, two-dimension CA is much more complicated no matter from evolution behavior or neighbor definition, Fig2,Fig3 and Fig4 are Von.Neumann model , Moore model and Expansion model of Moore neighbor of the two-dimension CA [2] .
Supposing the state sets of two-dimension is { } 
Following the rule of up to down ,left to right ,twodimension CA can translate into one-dimension CA, from Fig1,it corresponding to one dimension CA which radius 2 = r ,according to the computer method of elementary CA, different evolution rules corresponding to different rule numbers , it is :
k is cellular number , s i is the state of the i cellular [2, 7] ,when 5 = k , its whole rules are 5 2 2 . By analyzing the relations between one-dimension and two-dimension CA's rule number ,and their neighbor radius, it can infer that with the increase of neighbor radius, rule number's space shows exponential rise, so making the rule space parameterize, it benefits the research of CA behavior characteristic. As one evolving dynamics system, cellular automaton whether be a evolved language, or a evolved behavior, it displayed the extremely complex characteristic, particularly, cellular automaton's evolved behavior displays the very complex multiplicity. It mainly discusses the two dimension CA's evolution behavior characteristic. To any transform function, it defines a corresponding parameter value λ, ( ) ; r is neighbor radius ; n q is the number of all outputs which are 0, parameter λ is close to the CA' evolution behavior. Through Wolfram's research shows that, with the parameter λ changing from 0 to 1. CA evolution behavior presents different states. About elementary cellular automata, it can divide into different types on it. When λ is between 0 and 0.1, the CA evolution behavior performance is the uniform state, named the point attractor state. This kind of CA is stationary; When λ is between the 0.1 and 0.3, the evolution behavior of CA is periodic state, and it is cycle track, this is the cycle model of CA; When λ is between 0.3 to 0.6 ,the evolution behavior of CA is a fairly complex structure, then the evolution behavior is a complex local structure . Such is the complex CA; When λ is greater than 0.6, the evolution behavior of CA has no complex structure, and the performance of the chaotic behavior of the model, a completely random, chaotic state, that is chaotic attractor, corresponding to the chaotic CA model Machine; Most of the evolution of CA under the same rules, the initial conditions on the evolution behavior of the state has little effect. As λ increasing, the evolution behavior of CA gradually becomes random and complex ,and behavior evolved from the initial state into ordered structure. When it satisfies the cellular automata rule with
, the uncertainty (Information Entropy)of evolve into producing one serial is the maximum, this part of rule numbers of corresponding CA apply on encryption ,while it can be classified to complexity in elementary CA. The structure cell unit's independence decided this high parallelism of the cellular automaton information processing, that has provided more advantageous condition for some algorithm which its performance required high encryption algorithm. specially the twodimensional cellular automaton's unique feature are similar to image data characteristic, this has provided more widespread theory method of graphic processing and the encryption to the cellular automaton. looking from the bulk properties, the one-dimensional cellular automaton and the two-dimensional cellular automaton are very similar, but many evolution systems involve the structure cell shape and the extremely complex boundary condition, therefore the two-dimensional cellular automaton's evolved behavior must be much more complex than the one-dimensional. The reversible cellular automaton is that some original state the cellular automaton arrived at another condition by the partial regulation f 0 and evolution n times, the another condition can returns to the original state by partial regulation f1 and evolution n times, then we said that the cellular automaton of rule f 0 and the cellular automaton of the rule f 1 is mutually reversible cellular automaton, what is called the invertibility cellular automaton. According to the invertibility of CA global function, CA can be divided into invertible CA and irreversible CA [8] , among them, the invertibility of one dimension CA can judge by CA evolution rule, while two dimensions CA cannot [9] . References [9] gives a method of constructing an irreversible two dimension based on four one dimension invertible CA rule, on this basis, further study found that it can also use one dimension CA rule with a radius 1 = r and number 0 elementary CA with the XOR method to construct a two-dimension Von.Neumann model reversible CA transform rule . it's construct formula :
(6)
and number 0 CA ,using the formula (6) to calculate the two dimension Von.Neumann model's corresponding rule number is R=85899345 reversible CA, construct a pair of two dimension reversible CA with rule number 16711935, among them, the rule number R=85899345 two dimension Von.Neumann model CA's local rule(following the sequence of up, left, right, down) shows as Table Ⅰ .According to (5) formula, it can work out the parameter λ=0.5 of number 85899345 two dimension CA . For further researching this two-dimensional cellular automaton's evolution behavior, we found that its evolution behavior is same as the primary 85 cellular automaton's evolution behavior, they are one kind of cycle cellular automaton, and it is also one kind of reversible two-dimensional cellular automaton. In theory, the CA space is infinitely extended ,but on practical applications, it needs to confirm the CA's boundary condition, there are three usual CA boundary conditions : constant boundary,periodic boundary, reflective boundary, sometimes stochastic pattern is also possible to use, it real-time has the stochastic values in the boundary.. It adopts cycle type boundary in this paper . the parameter λ=0.5 of number 85899345 two dimension CA . For further researching this twodimensional cellular automaton's evolution behavior, we found that its evolution behavior is same as the primary 85 cellular automaton's evolution behavior, they are one kind of cycle cellular automaton, and it is also one kind of reversible two-dimensional cellular automaton. In theory, the CA space is infinitely extended ,but on practical applications, it needs to confirm the CA's boundary condition, there are three usual CA boundary conditions : constant boundary,periodic boundary, reflective boundary, sometimes stochastic pattern is also possible to use, it real-time has the stochastic values in the boundary.. It adopts cycle type boundary in this paper . ,to form chaos matrix which has the same size as image matrix, to make XOR between chaos matrix and original image matrix , to get Initialization processing , then build the model of two reversible CA , to ensure evolution rule f , to iterate n times following the rule , the end , to obtain the image after it is encrypted .
B. process of encryption and decryption algorithm
Following the above encryption principle , to set the size M×N of image A to be encrypted , the process of encryption algorithm as follows .
(1)According to initial value and system parameters(the value of initial Encryption Keys x 0 ,y 0 , 1 μ , 2 μ and γ ) , after two dimension Logistic map of firstorder coupling form ,it generates two chaos series
at length of M×N/2 on the basis of image size .
(2)Use the two chaos series to generate a chaos matrix B with the same size as image matrix ( it's odd-number rows are replaced by the pre-N of chaos series
as a row of chaos matrix , and its even-number rows are replaced by the pre-N chaos series
, so it gets a chaos matrix B with same size as image .). (3)To take XOR on bit between each element of chaos B and each pixel value, to generate the image C by initial process.
(4)To build a two dimension reversible CA model on image C, and to ensure the neighbor model and local transform rule f, the to iterate n times following evolution rule f, in the end to get image Z after it is encrypted, the encryption is :
The process of decryption algorithm is the inverse of encryption algorithm, the difference is the decryption Key of decryption: 
A. analyze encryption key space
In encryption key attack method, Brute-force attack and encryption key analysis is the most basic and commonly used method. From the perspective of cryptology, the quality of encryption algorithm depends on the size of encryption key space, so the size of encryption key space determines the algorithm safety. In this algorithm, the encryption key is divided into two parts, one part is two initial conditions (x 0 , y 0 ) and three control parameters ( 89 . 0
) of chaos system ; 
With the increase of iteration number n and the expansion of accuracy parameters, the encryption key space will continue to increase, It is impossible to use brute-force attack, the algorithm is effective safe.
B. Sensitivity analysis of encryption key
In order to test the sensitivity of the encryption key, this paper selects the μ 1 = 0.8900000001 and the other parameters unchanged to decrypt the encrypted image, to get as shown in Fig9. Fig8 is the correct decryption result. So it can see that the same secret key figure cannot obtain the correct decryption image in the case of small changes. Therefore, this encryption algorithm has the ability of good resistance to differential analysis.
C. Statistical feature analysis
Fig10 is the original image's histogram, Fig11 is the histogram which uses the encryption algorithm after 25 iterations to the original image, it can be seen from the diagram, the histogram has significant changes after encrypted, the image pixels tend to uniform distribution after 25 iterations encrypted, so it is well covered up the distribution of the image before encryption, and has strong random. So the encryption algorithm has good diffusion to the image pixels.
D. Interdependency Analysis of neighbor pixels
To further analyses on interdependency of the original image and the encrypted image's neighbor pixels, this paper randomly selects pixels [10] [11] from 1000 pairs of adjacent images (including horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction), by the formula: , cov (7) It calculates the interdependency between two graphs, where x, y are two adjacent pixels of the gray value, r xy is the correlation coefficient, cov(x, y) is the covariance, D(x), D(y) is variance [11] . Table Ⅱ 
E. Analysis of average change in gray value and image
similarity To further analyze the safety extend of encrypted image, the paper introduces the average change in gray value and image similarity extend analysis [12] . The formula is:
, , , 1
In formula G ij is the gray value in the original image's the i row j column pixel with size M×N, C ij is the gray value in the encrypted image's the i row j column pixel, in the formula (9), the α , β are two integers, and
, in the image encryption algorithm, the more regular gray value changes with encrypted image and original image, the better to encryption and security, and the best case that the average Figure 12 . original image's interdependency in horizontal direction Figure 13 . encrypted image's interdependency in horizontal direction gray change value is as half as image gray [12] . The similarity between encrypted image and the original image is also an important index to judge the safety of image encryption algorithm. If two images are completely alike, the similarity is 1, and 0 = = β α . The greater change between the encrypted image and original image, the smaller with the similarity of two images, the smaller similarity between the encrypted image and original image, the higher with the safety [12] . With the formula (8) we can calculate the encrypted image and original image's gray average change value is 73.0762 in the experimental algorithm; According to the formula (9) to calculate two images' similarity, in this paper the encrypted image and original image's similarity is 0.3513. It can be seen from the results, although the gray average change value of the encrypted image and the original image could not be the best, but the similarity of the encrypted image and the original image is small, so the algorithm is safe and effective. If the computer takes full use of cellular automata parallelism, to take the parallel algorithm, its time capability will be better; if n is given, the time complexity is O(M×N). On lattice complexity, the computation process of this algorithm requires two matrixes with lattice size M×N and a matrix with size M×N×8, the algorithm in the lattice complexity is O (M×N); It can be seen that the algorithm is good in lattice complexity and time complexities, so the algorithm is a better capability algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION
The Research puts forwards an image encryption algorithm based on chaos cellular automata , to take full use of the two-dimensional chaotic system's extreme sensitivity to initial conditions and the features with parallelism, complexity and randomness of twodimensional reversible cellular automata, to make the encrypted key, encrypted image and original image much more have complexity, randomness and unpredictability. Besides to take the two-dimensional chaotic system parameters and initial value, the rule f of two-dimensional reversible cellular automaton and the iteration number n as the encrypted key, greatly to expand the encrypted key space. It is effective to resist exhaustion attack and differential analysis. Through experimental test and analysis of the algorithm, it shows that the algorithm has high safety and efficiency. 
